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1. Introduction

The purpose of the present note is to introduce some new classes 

of functions on convergence spaces. These classes contain the class 

of continuous fanctions. Eor topological spaces, ievine, Jbkan, PaBp, 

Reilly, Vamanamurthy, and Singal (⑻，[9], [10], [11], [12j. and 

[13]) investigated some properties of these classes.

Kent ([4]) introduced a convergence structure on a nonempty set. 

Kent and Richardson ([5], [6], and [7]) investigated some properties 

of convergence spaces.

For a nonempty set S, F(S) denotes the set of all filters and P 

(S) 나set of all subsets of S. For ea산、s e S, s is the principal ultrafilter 

containing {s}.

A convergence structure on S is defined to be a function q from 

F(S) into P(S), satisfying the following conditions :

(1) for each s c q(s);

(2) if 中 and $ are in F(S) and 지。$, then q(仞二)q(©) ,

(3) if sEq(步), 나$£冬(啊1§)

The pair (S,q) is called a convergence space. If s e then we say 

that 中 q-converges to s. The filter Vj (s) obtained by intersecting 

all filters which Q-converges to s is called the q-neighborhood filter 

at s. If Vq (s) ^-converges to s for each seS, then (S,q) is called a 

pretopological space.

Let C(S) be the set of all convergence structures on S, partially 

ordered as follows : q^q2 if and only if q&p、)二)％(◎、), for all zpeF 

(S).
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The set function rq:P(S)-^-P(S) is defined on all subset AczS by 
rq (A)=(s€ S| there exists an ultrafilter。^-converging to s with

-Ae^).

J； is a closure operator in the topological sense, except idempotency. 

The set function IQ.P(S)-^P(S) defined recursively for every subset 

A of 8 as follow욯 :

Iq(A)={s^ A| A e Vq (s)}

Iq has all of the properties of a topological interior operator except 

idempotency.

If W is any filter on S, 匚(甲) (Iq (^)) is 나le filter generated by {厂@ 

(F)|FW} ({Iq(F)\F&^}).

A f皿흐ti曲 Ajn^ping a convergence 요pace (S,q) onto a convergence 

space (T3p), is said to be continuous if f(也)p-converges to f(s) whenever 

屮 converges to s.

Let X be a nonempty set, (X入,g入)a convergence space, and for 

each Ae A, a. function X onto (X入,q入).The initial convergence structure 
q on X induced by 나le family {毎 AG A } is defined to be a function 

from F(X) into P(X) satisftying the following condition :

for 냔ach xeX and K：F(X), x€ q(jf?) if and only if /入(也) -converges 

to fA(x) for each Xe 4.

Throughout the present paper, spaces always mean convergence 

spaces and (入入,/) the initial convergence space induced by 
the family [R. I 人 £ 4 尸入 入幺 X入 一긍X人 is the canonical projection). 

(&X入,q') is called the product space of a family {(X入,》)[ Ac * } 

of convergence spaces.

A space (S,q) is said to be regular if 匚(中)^-converges to s whenever 

印 ^-converges to s.

2. 9- continuous functions

A function f from a space (S,q) onto another space (T,p) is said 

to be 0-contmuous 겼t a point s in S if 7^ (Vp (f(s)))Uf(l、(") whenever 

W ^-converges to s f is said to be ^-continuous if f is ^-continuous 

at each seS.
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Clearly, continuous functions are always ^-continuous.

The following properties a於 easily verified.

theorem 2.1. Let (Tfp) be a pretopological space If f: (S,q)-긍(T, 

p) and g:(T,p)—>(Rtr) are 0-continuous, then g ' f is so.

Theorem 2.2. Let -승(T,p) be 9-contmuous If (T,p) is a pre

topological regular space, then f is continuous.

Lemma 2.3. Let XA,qz) be the prouct space of a family {(X入， 

q入)”£*}  of spaces. Then for each 无=(払)/£ 恩 X入

(1) 恩崎入(或入)(X),

(2〉PA(Vg,⑴)=匸入(xA) for each 丄€ A^where Px is the canonical 

projection.

Proof. (1) Let F be any element of 恩 VqA (x入).Then for 

each A-G A, there exists FA 6 Vq^(x) such that 悪 F入U F 

Suppose that 也 R 氏％' (x), then there exists a filter 中 ^-converging 

to x such that 总 Therefore P入(切 qK —converges to x入 for each

" 人 and there is a A such 나}at (仞. But E； £ t頌 (x入).

Thus Fe Vq. (x).

(2) Since

g Ka (*a)  <=K-⑴，Ka (x))

for each le A Eet G“ be any element of Pu (V^ (x)) for each K 

A, then there is Fe (x) such that R (F)uG“. Let be a filter 

which q入-converges to xA for each k스宁产 Then 总 p我 converges to
X=(：以須Since FeVq. (x), Fu思 G*.  Thus 瓦(F)€% and G” € 

虬.Therefore G" e Vq^ (xM)

Lemma 2.4 ([7]) If f:(S,q)i(T,p) is continuous and AuS, then 

心(f(A)).

Theorem 2.5. If f:(S,q、)T(思 X/') is 0-continuous, then PA • f zs 

0-continuous for each Ag A .

Proof. For each swS, let 中 q -converge to s, then, by Lemma 

2.3 and 2.4,
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W(Vq，(f(S)))Uf(以勅),

(I頌 (g(徳))))=「电(艮(电。(오))))

up入 g (Vq, G(s))))ug (f (厲(W)))・

Thus Pa • f is ^-continuous.

Corollary 2.6. Lei f:(S,q)i(T,p) be a function and g:(S,q)T(SxT, 

r) given by g(s)=(s,f(s)), be its graph, where r is the product convergence 

structure of q and p. If g is Q-continuous, then f is

A function f from a space (S,q) onto a space (T,p) is said to be 

strongly Q-continuous at a point s in S if V”(f(s))Uf(L (珀))whenever 

中 ^-converges to s. f is called strawy &跡妹皿瞄 if it is stro^ly 

^-continuous at each scS

Strongly ^-continuous functions are always ^-continuous.

Lemma 2.7 ([5]). If f:(S,q—(T,p) is continuous, then f(Vq (s))UVp 

(f(s)) for all s in S.

Theorem 2.8. Let f'(S,q)->(Ttp) be strongly 0-continuous.

(1) If (T,p) is a pretopological space, then f is contonuous.

(2) If g:(7Lp)-스(R/) is continuous, then g  f is strongly 0~contmuous,*

Proof. (1) Clear.

(2) Let p ^-converge to s, then Vp (f(s))Uf(L«P)) and g(Vp (f(s))) 

Ug(f(L(也))). Since g is continuous, by Lemma 2.7, Vr(g(f(s)))Clg(Vp 

(f(s)))・ Thus g • f i으 strongly ^-continuous.

Theorem 2.9. Let f:(S q)T(总 £，『)be a function. Then f is strongly 

0~contmuous if and only if P入・ f is strongly Q-contmuous for each Ag A.

Proof. Let 中 q-converge to s, then V/0(s))Uf(I； (¥，)). For each 

A-G A, since PA is continuous,

e G(s)))uq(%(f(s)))uq(犬兀(砂)).

Thus • /*  is strongly ^-continuous.
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Conversely, let f be strongly 0-continuous for each 1g A and 

中 <7-converge to s, 난l領 (g/(s)))U (f(IW)))*  Suppose that 

there is N£ Vq，(德)')such that N压六匕物).Then for each Fe中, 

since f(L(F))QN, there exists 卩5\ such that (f(爲(E)))(£R (N) 
And '

P“(Vq'(f(S))) = V%(P"(f(S))),

Pu(N)eVQu (& (f(s))).

Therefore Pu (N) e Pu 0(1、(也))). Thus there exists Fep such that L 

(f(^(F)))(zP,(N).

CjotfiHary 2亠曲__丄囱 f-(Sfq)-^(Tfp) be a function and g:(Sfq)-^(SX T, 

r) given by g(s)=(s,f(s)), be its graph Then f is strongly Q-continaous 

if and only if g is strongly ^-continuous

Let (恩 XA,g')(resp.('入g Y^,p') be the product space of a family 

{(X入，q 入)I A w*  } (resp. ((YA) I A } of spaces. For each Xg A ,

is a functon, f、(患 X入此')t (丛丫入p) is the 

function defined by f(x)=(fJW)心 for each x= (%入)心定 恩 X入

By Theorem 2.9, the following corollary is easily obtained.

Corollary 2.11. f is strongly 0-continuous if and only 计 Q入• f 碍 strongly 

^-continuous for each 人 where Q人:YA 踌 the canonical 

projection

Lemma 2.12. rq,("、)=愚「快(站)

Pr。" Let 心 e 恩厂“(吗)，then xA (FA ) for each A 

e A. There exists an ultrafilter 电、on X入 such that 我 qa - conver 

ges to xA and L ep、Since 恩。入 is an ultrafilter containing 
and 恩心 "converges to x=g)心，xc玲('见"J). 『

Conversely, let %=(%、)心 € ‘见“《)，then there exists an ul

trafilter p on 思 E such that 步 q'-converges to x and 恩技 € 步 

For each Xe A, R.(" is an ultrafilter, PA (rp) qK -converges to 

&，and PJ、，、L )=哄 e R (此).Therefore xA er,A (FA )■
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Theorem 2.13. /A is strongly Q-continuous if and only if * PK is 

strongly ^-continuous for each Ag 4.

Proof. Let 中 /-converge to x=（xA）A£4 > then P> （勅 qA - converges 

to xA for each 人 c A. Since f入 is strongly ^-continuous and PA is con- 

tinouous,

（/&&）））=%（4俄））0.（农（毕步）））

u"（匚，（中）））

Thus /入• 4 is strongly ^-continuous.

Conversely, let 队 q我-converge to xA for each Xe A, then 也恥 

q'- converges to x=（x入）入財.By Lemma 2.12,

Ka （L、M））=% （A（Pa（x）））c/ar（rg/（Ht 电、）））

Thus is stron이y ^-continuous.

Corollary 2.14. f is strongly Q-continuous if and only if 侦 is strongly 

^-continuous for each le /I.

Theorem 2.15. Let fKS,q、L（T,p） be continuous If （S,q） is a regular 

space, then f is strongly Q-continuous,

A space （S,q） is said to be semi-regular if 匕（1二（初）q- converges 

to s whenever Q-converges to s. Clearly, every regular space is semi

regular.

A function f： （S,q）—>（T,p） is said to be almost strongly ff-continuous 

at a point sfS if」匕,（匕（*（f（s）））） 的）whenever#，^-converges 

to s. f is called almost strongly Q-continuous if / is almost strongly 0- 

continuous at each sfS

Almost strongly ^-continuous functions are always ^-continuous.

The following theorem is easily consequence of the above definition.
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theorem 2.16. Let (T,p) be a pretopological semi-regular space. If 

f：(S,q) t(T，p) is almost strongly 0-contmuous, then f is strongly 6 -continuous,

3. -continuous functions and the others functions

A function f from a space (S,q) onto another space (T,p) is said 

to be S'- continuous (resp. almost continuous, weakly continuous) at s e S 

if 4 (垢(K (f(s))))Uf(Iq (I、物))(resp. Ip (匚，侬s))))U彻)，孔(Vp 

whenever 屮 ^-converges to s. f is called ^-continuous (resp. 

almost continuous, weakly continuous) if f is ^-continuous (resp. almost 

continuous, weakly continuous) at each s g S.

By above definitions, the following statements are easily obtained.

Theorem 3.1. (1) Almost strongly ^-continuous functions are alivays 

^-continuous and almost continuous

(2) Almost continuous functions are always weakly continuous

(3) 0-continuous implies iveakly continuous.

Theorem 3.2. Let f:(S,q)T(T,q) and g:(T,p)^(Rtr) be two ^-con

tinuous If (T,p) is a pretopological semi-regular space, then g • f is d- 

continuous.

Proof Let 中 q-converge to s, then 如(吳*  0(矽)))＜二皿(2泌))). 

Since (Tfp) is a pretopological semi-regular space, Ip (Fp (Vfi (f(s)))) 

p-converges to f(s). Thus

Ir(W (g(f(s)))))dg(lp(rp (VP

ug(f(4(L 物)))

Theorem 3.3. Let (Tfp) be a pretopological space If f,(S,q)T(T, 

p) is strongly ^-continuous and g，(T,p)T(R,r) is almost continuous, then 

g ' f is almost strongly Q-continuous

Proof. Let 中 g-converge to s. Since (T,p) is a pretopological space 

and f is strongly ^-continuous,

!Mvr (g(f(s)))))ug(i匕(f(s)))ug(f(L(平))) 
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by almost continuity of g Thus g • / is almost strongly 0-continuous.

Theorem 3.4. Let (S,q) be a semi-regular space. If f：(S,q)-r>(T,p) 

is almost continuous, then f is ^-continuous.

Proof. Let 屮 ^-converge to s, 난len (也)) ^-converges to s.

A function f:(S,q、)T(T,p) is said to be super continuous at seS if 

Vp whenever 屮 ^-converges to s. / is called super

continuous if / is super continuous at each seS.

The following properties are easily obtained by definitions.

Theorem 3.5. (1) Let (T,p) be a pretopological space. If f*(S,q)T  

(Ttp) continuous- and- g:(Ttp)—>(R,r) is continuous, then g * f is 

super continuous

(2) If f：(S,a)T(恩 X桓g') is super continuous, then P入• f ts also super 

continuous for each A.e A,

(3) Let f：(S,q、L(T,p) be a function and g, (S.q)^(Sx T,r) given by 

g(s)=(s,f(s)), be its graph. If g is super continuous, then f is super continuous.

Theorem 3.6. If f:(S,q)—>(T,p) is -cntinuous and (T}p) is a preto

pological semi'-regular space, then f is super continuous

theorem 3.7. Let (T,p) be a pretopological regular space and f'(S, 
q)~>(T,p) be a function.

(1) If f is Q-continuous, then f is strongly 0-contmuous.

(2) If f is weakly continuous, then f is continuous

(3) If f is almost continuous, then f is continuous.

Since a regular space implies a semi-regular space, by Theorem 

2.8, 2.16, 3.1, and 3.7, the following properties are eas가y verified.

theorem 3.8. Let f(S,q)-농(T,p) be a function and (T,p) be a pre

topological regular space Then

(1) If f is almost strongly ^-continuous, then f is continuous.

(2) Further, the following statements are equivalent ,

(a) f is continuous.
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(b) f is 0-contmuous.

(c) / is strongly g-continuous

(d) f is weakly continiious.
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